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Lesson I

A SECRET FOR TWO

Modal auxiliary verbs.

I. Fill in the blanks with suitable modal+have+past participle form of the verb.

1. Erica -----------------out. I can’t see her (go)
2. He looks tired. He ---------------------all night. (Awake)
3. I think James -----------------all the milk. There is none left. (drink)
4. Look at Lilly’s suntan. She ----------------somewhere for vacation.( go)
5. She is late. She----------------the wrong road. (take)

II.Complete the following sentences with the suitable words given in bracket.

(Someone, somebody, somewhere, nobody, somebody, nowhere, and everybody),

1. --------------- came in the garden.

2. Your book is ------------on the shelf.

3. There is ------------ here.

4. I found this practice------------------else = no other place

5. --------- loves chocolate

Adverb of Manner.

III Circle the adverb of manner in each sentence.

1. Mohamed listens carefully
2. Hassan ran quickly.
3. Abdullah did his work quietly.
4. Nasser sits nicely.

B) Change these adjectives into adverbs of manner:

1. Sad_____________________
2. Soft_____________________
3. Loud___________________
4. Happy___________________
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Question and Answer.

Answer all the following questions.
1. What was the secret between the two and who shared it?
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
2. What made blind Pierre distribute milk so easily?
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
1. What was the onlookers comment about Joseph and Pierre?
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Writing Task

1. One day Jeddah is flooded. Write a diary entry explaining that day.
2. Write a letter to the Principal requesting him to facilitate your class room with smart room

technology?

Lesson II

MAKING THINGS SIMPLE

Modal auxiliary ‘ Dare’ and ‘Need’ (which can also be used as main verb)

I. Fill in the blanks with suitable modal auxiliary verbs (need/dare)
1. You -----------------------to come today for the function.
2. How -------------------- you talk like this.
3. Don’t---------------do that again
4. Our car is too small. We ----------------to buy a new one.
5. How ------------he tell you that?

II.Fixed Expressions
Fill in the blanks with suitable fixed expression.
(Scratch- proof, air-proof, bullet-proof, heat-proof, water-proof)

1. My watch is -----------------------------------------
2. Prime minister’s car is----------------------------------
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3. Sapphire is -----------------------------------------
4. Their swim suit is----------------------------------
5. Certain marble stones are------------------------------------

Question and Answer

1. What was the primary intention of the Captain?
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
2. Was the captain really well versed in modern medicine?
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
3. What is notable about the Captain’s nature?
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Writing Task

1. Write a paragraph about your favorite person.
2. Write a recipe of Lemon Squash

Chapter III

YAKSHA’S QUESTION
Modal Passive

I.Fill in the blanks with suitable modal auxiliary verbs +have+ be+ past participle form of the
verb.

1. The entire valley ---------------------------from their mountain home. (see)
2. He is wearing a gold ring on his fourth finger. He ----------------.(marry)
3. Your daughter has a good voice. Her interest in singing----------------------------.(encourage)
4. He is very happy. He ------------------------his results(receive)
5. Your son is dancing well. He ---------------- to reach heights.(train)
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II. Complete the sentences with suitable words from the bracket.
(over throw, under estimate, under value, under age, over joy)
1. He didn’t get selection in police training because he was-------------------
2. We were --------------------by the result.
3. He lost the game because he-------------------his opponent
4. Don’t------------------value anybody because we will not know who will be useful to us.
5. Rebel groups -------------------the king.

Question and Answer

1. What are the peculiarities of epic stories?
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

2. What resulted in the death of other Pandavas?

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

3. What is the moral of the story?
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Writing Task

1. Write a paragraph using time expressions. (now, then, now, until then, at once, later…etc.)
2. Write a story from mythology using connectors.


